
Community Survey Results
Part 1, 2012

What VRG did?

The Valley Renewable Group (VRG) Survey was sent to 136 separate addresses and 63 (46%) 
responses were received. This is roughly the same as the 2009 Community Council survey. 

Why VRG did it?

It is the responsibility of VRG to distribute funding allocated by local wind farms. For the 
group to do this effectively, it needs to know what issues local residents care about and where 
people think funding should go. VRG also believe that any use of wind farm money should 
support people in a way that improves their standard of living, quality of housing and also 
benefits the community as a whole. This is why many questions focus on household energy, 
money saving, mobility, access to services (such as the internet) and local skills. 

With so many new wind farm applications currently under consideration, VRG also wanted to 
see how opinions of their development and the funding they provide has changed since the 
Community Council survey in 2009. This explains why some of the questions are repeated. 

The findings of this survey were also discussed in greater detail during personal home visits 
where residents were  able to elaborate on their opinions and receive advice,  relevant to their 
circumstances, on energy efficiency, photo voltaic and thermal panels, micro renewables etc. 
 They were also advised on sources of grant funding, both existing and potential, and how to 
utilise  the  VRG  small  grant  scheme  and  to  take  part  in  bulk  buying  schemes  for  fuel, 
renewable energy and insulation. " 

The Key findings and Actions…

1. Home energy efficiency and generation measures were the most popular choice 
for wind farm community benefit - VRG grants could be modified to encourage 
more people to use them and increase a feeling of ‘benefit’ of living near to wind 
farms.

2. Other popular uses of wind farm funding were opening up the old drove road, 
preserving  historic  monuments  and  improving  roads/broadband  connection  – 
Some of these items are the responsibility of Stirling Council and the Community 
Council. VRG will contribute and collaborate in these areas wherever possible.

3. A bulk buy scheme for heating oil should be a priority project for the area as it is  
the most common fuel and almost all the relevant respondents said they would 
like to take part in such a scheme – An oil bulk buying scheme is now live, with  
schemes for wood and coal currently under consideration.

4. Although the balance of opinion on existing wind farms is fairly even, there has 
been  a  swing  of  18% from  positive  to  negative  since  2009.  Importantly  the 
opinion  on  additional  windfarms  is  more  negative,  with  41% of  respondents 
stating that they would have a “High Negative Impact”. 
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1. Potential allocation of wind farm benefit funding to improve the area (community 
survey 2009 and 2012) 
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The charts above show that the most popular use of funding to the area is improving energy 
efficiency (29 people or nearly 50% rated this as very important). Some residents commented 
that they were confused why they don’t get any direct benefit from the wind farms in the form 
of cheaper energy. Likewise energy vouchers were suggested as a solution to lower energy 
bills. An alternative suggestion was that the current VRG grant scheme could be increased in 
size to make people feel that they were getting a better deal. The home visits will explore this  
issue further. 

The restoration of local monuments was the second most popular use of funding. Again, the 
home visits will aim to clarify which monuments these are and any financial and practical 
barriers. 

On some topics the 2009 community survey produced very similar results to the 2012 survey. 
Opening up the old drove road, improving public transport and restoring monuments faired 
roughly the same. They were the top three for being ‘fairly important’ and the lowest three for 
being  both  ‘not  very  important’  and  ‘not  important’.   The  only  major  difference  is  that 
creating a new community centre has reduced significantly in importance. It was rated as the 
third most important use of funds in 2009 (with 20 people selecting it), whereas in 2012 it  
only received 6 votes. 

Interestingly,  other  questions  in  the  2012 survey  expose  different  issues  that  are  now of 
interest to people. The following two charts document such opinions. 

Question 2: What do people like least about the area?

Question 3: What changes would you make to the area?

In the two open questions above, improving roads stands out as significantly the most popular 
choice of what people like least about the area and what they would like to see improved (24% 
and 27% respectively). 
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This includes clearing snow in the winter, maintaining verges and creating passing places. 
Better internet/mobile phone access is also popular in both questions. 

While improving the roads is very much an issue for the Community Council to consider, 
internet access will be part of the discussion during home visits, where people will be asked 
what infrastructure changes they would like to see happen and how. 

2. Wind farm development

Question 4: Impact on community of the wind farms that currently exist 

The  area  is  split  over  the  benefits  and  impact  of  local  wind  energy.  Overall  44%  of 
respondents believe wind farms do have a positive impact on the area, while 56% think they 
have a negative impact. However, positive responses toward wind farms have fallen from 62% 
overall in 2009 to44%, whilst negative responses have increased from 38% to 56%. 

 Question 5: Impact on community of additional wind farms 

Overall 35% of people support new wind farms, however 62% see them as having a negative 
impact.  Positive  responses  have  fallen  from 48% to  35% whilst  negative  responses  have 
increased from 53% to 62% since 2009. The highest response was a ‘high negative impact’  
with 41% of people being completely against any further wind farm developments. Only 10% 
of people thought that new windfarms would have a “High Positive” impact on the area. The  
home visits attempted to uncover exactly what role residents think VRG should be playing in 
future wind farm developments, more detail on this issue will follow.
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3. Insulation measures

Question 7: Energy saving measures

Looking at measures that people have already done, loft insulation, energy saving light bulbs 
and double glazing are very common in the area and will probably not be the primary focus of  
any coordinated VRG project. However responses showed that 21% of people don’t have any 
form of draught-proofing and 20% don’t have lined curtains (two of the cheapest forms of 
insulation). These measures could form part of a successful future project and would easily be 
covered by the VRG grant. 15% also said they were still thinking about purchasing a wood 
burning stove, which is again an area that VRG can support through the Small Grant Scheme. 
 
4. Fuel and bulk buying purchasing

Question 8.1.1: Primary heating fuel

Question 11.1.1: Interest in bulk buying fuel

Oil is by the far the most common heating fuel (56%) and wood is the most common 
secondary fuel (31%).  Interestingly, almost all of those who use oil to heat their homes (28 
households) said that they would be interested in bulk buying. This could significantly lower 
the price and encourage other people to sign up. 
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5. Potential for renewable energy

Question 10: Have you installed any form of renewable energy?

The two sources of renewable energy that respondents showed most interest in pursuing were 
solar hot water panels and biomass boilers. 10% people were also still thinking of installing a 
heat pump. This makes sense as local residents spend far more on heating their homes than on  
electricity. The Renewable Heat Incentive will also be launched next year, where people will  
be paid for generating renewable forms of heat. As well as analysing the suitability of each 
technology, the home visits recorded what people are spending each year on their heating to 
calculate their potential savings. 

VRG  could  bring  together  a  group  of  interested  and  suitable  individual  for  different 
technologies and then asks installers to tender for group installs. This way the best price and 
product could be achieved. VRG could also explore how the grant system could add further 
support for micro renewables, allowing people to generate their own clean energy and save 
money.

5. Quality of Broadband Services

Question 12: broadband

The majority of people skipped question 12, therefore the data is not worth presenting in a 
table.   In  nearly  all  cases,  respondents  stated  that  the  speed  and  quality  of  the  different 
connections was ‘poor’.  Comments from residents told of how people moved away as they 
were unable to work from home as connectivity to the internet was so bad. Again, it is likely 
that this would be a popular use of wind farm funding. 

6. Travel

Question 17.1: do you commute?
Number of 

respondents Percentage
Yes 27 44%
No 35 56%
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Question 17.2: Where do you commute?

Question 17.3: How many days a week do you commute?

Question 18:  To which town or village, do you go for local services? 

From the four charts above the key information is as follows: 

 50% of respondents said they commuted
 The most popular destination was Stirling (11 people) 
 The most common number of days was 5 (10 people)
 The most common destination for services was Stirling and then Denny. 

It is unlikely that this information tells VRG anything new, as you would expect Stirling to be 
the most popular destination and people to travel there 5 days a week (weekdays for work).  
The weakness in the data is the high number of people who skipped this set of questions. It  
could  be suggested  that  projects  to  coordinate  travel  would  be  a  good use of  wind farm 
resources,  however  the low numbers  of  respondents  make this  hard to  justify  and further 
details are required on times people leave and if they would want such  services. 
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7. Local skills and VRG

Question 16.1: Do you have a skill that you could offer to the community?

Service
Number of 
people

Builder 1
Exercise Classes 2
Baking 1
Help with keeping chickens 1
Financial services 1
Legal advice 1
Farmer 1
Joiner 1
Butcher 1
Fishery 1
Project management 1
Secretary skills 1

From the two charts  above, there are many skills  held within the local  community which 
people are happy to share. While some of these skills are more commercial, some are more 
informal (such as baking and how to keep chickens). These skills can already be advertised for 
free  via  the  VRG  website  and  could  also  be  shared  through  informal  local  groups. 
Alternatively  VRG  could  create  a  time-bank  with  support  from  Stirling  Volunteering 
organisations. 

What next…

Nearly 40 home visits have now taken place and each household will receive a report with 
recommendations. At the same time, more feedback will be obtained regarding VRG and the 
projects people would like it to be involved with.

In particular, this will cover continued development of the VRG small grant scheme, 
investigating improved internet connectivity and energy efficiency / renewable energy.  VRG 
will report back to the community when these discussions are completed and with the support 
of other local groups, produce a plan to address the issues/points raised.
If you haven’t signed up for your home visit, it’s not too late! Please do so now by 
contacting Simon on 07824618785 or simonpgooden@gmail.com
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